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/e work focuses on the structural design and performances of a unique optical test system (OTS) used for measuring metre-scale
optical surfaces./e investigation was carried out through a modal analysis. Two sets of results are presented. Both modal analysis
of the entire OTS and transmissibility function related to its use as an optical system are carried out and analysed./e OTS is used
for the measurements of the form accuracy at nanometre level of metre-scale concave surfaces. /e OTS is a four and half-metre-
tall mechanical structure made of bolted aluminium profiles, two structural platens, two dedicated precision positioning supports,
a test piece, and a state-of-the-art laser interferometer. /e OTS was numerically modelled and fully instrumented with triaxial
accelerometers. /e results of the modal analysis highlight the natural modes of the entire OTS. Both numerical and experimental
methods are designed. /e investigation methods are iterative. Indeed, a preliminary numerical model is created using finite
element analysis (FEA). FEA results enable the determination of the dynamic range and suitable locations of accelerometers that
are mounted onto the OTS for the experimental validation of the FEA model and further to carry out the transmissibility study.
Natural frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shape values are obtained and scrutinized. /ese results are used for refining the
FEA model. In fact, the lack of symmetry and the use of feet are identified as the key design feature that affects the OTS. /e
correlation between experimental and numerical results is within five percent for the first four modes. /e results of the
transmissibility study highlight the specific natural modes that influence the OTS measurement capability. Overall, the study
enables to guide engineers and researchers towards a robust design using a validated and methodical approach.

1. Introduction

Among the various uncertainties that affect high-precision
form measurements, vibrations can easily be the one with the
most damaging effects. Typically, vibrations are considered
when designing measurement systems and ultraprecision
pieces of equipment. /is issue has led the engineering
community to define serviceability curves for the design of
laboratory systems and equipment. /ey are referred as
general vibration criteria [1]./emain issue with vibrations is
that even a very low amplitude may be amplified and con-
sequently degrade system performances. Besides common
vibration sources such as other machinery operated in the

nearby environment and background noise, the major con-
cern is due to vibrations induced by human activities such as
walking [2]. /e typical frequency range to be monitored in
laboratories and research facilities ranges between 1Hz and
100Hz [3].

In this paper, an optical test system (OTS) designed,
fabricated, and characterised within the Precision Engi-
neering Institute at Cranfield University was investigated to
secure measurement repeatability and precision at nano-
metre level. /e OTS was installed in a moderately chal-
lenging environment due to the remote location of the
University. However, the environment was known to be
affected by vibrations that arisen from services, machineries,
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employee walks, and automobile circulation. �e OTS was
designed to be used for measurements of the form accuracy
at nanometre level of metre-scale concave spherical surfaces.
�e radius of curvature of the test piece imposed a three-
metre distance between the test piece and interferometer.
�e measurement technique used for this OTS is based on
laser interferometry. �is instrument provided a ∼500 um
spatial resolution of the measured topography. Other
methods such as de�ectometry [4, 5], Hartman test [6], or
Sagnac interferometer [7] are available for large surfaces but
they do not provide the same bene�ts. Whatever, all the
optical measurement techniques are a�ected by both ther-
mal and structural performances of the test system. �is
work focuses on the modal aspects of the authors’ OTS.

Vibrations are transmitted to the OTS through either
supports or acoustic pressure waves. �e excitement of the
natural frequencies of the OTS potentially deteriorates the
measurement capability. �e authors propose to use opera-
tional and experimental modal analysis [8] to estimate modal
parameters from vibration data and using system identi�-
cation theory applied on linear time-invariant system.

A preliminary numerical model (Section 2.2) was created
using the �nite element (FE) method. �e FE results enabled
the determination of the dynamic range and suitable locations
of accelerometers that were mounted onto the OTS (Section
3.2) for the experimental validation and furthermore for
carrying out the transmissibility study (Section 3.4).

�e present study aims to assess, predict, and investigate
the performance of this unique system within the framework
of the optical measurements for providing a reference
benchmark study.

2. The Optical Test System

2.1. �e Description of the Optical Test System. �e optical
test system (OTS) under investigation was a unique system
designed for the measurements of metre-scale specular
surfaces. �e OTS enabled the measurements of 3-metre
spherical forms at nanometre level accuracy, using the laser
interferometric technique. �e OTS was also used for per-
forming a variety of spectral analyses onto the topography
obtained.�e OTS design allowed to carry out both accurate
and fast measurements. �e OTS bene�ted of a low-cost
mechanical design and a relatively small footprint in the
laboratory. Another bene�t was that it could potentially be
adapted to a larger variety of test pieces.

�eOTSwas four and a halfmetres tall.�emain structure
was constituted by bolted aluminium extruded pro�les. �e
pro�le square sections were 80mm by 80mm. �e OTS
supported a laser interferometer located at the top, a test piece,
and a positioning support located at the bottom. �ese two
distinct elements were mounted onto two aluminium platens
that served di�erent purposes. Indeed, the platens both ensured
the structural integrity and enabled the precise positioning of
the functional elements (Figure 1). Also, the OTS aluminium
structure was supported by �ve insulating and levelling feet.

�e upper platen of the OTS was equipped with a high-
performance interferometer (ZYGO DynaFiz™) [9, 10]. �e
chosen interferometer technology led to a less demanding

management of air turbulences [11, 12] because acquisi-
tion time was 12 microsecond and the data set obtained
through a high number of acquisitions could bemathematically
processed to remove the wavefront aberration due to struc-
tured and random air motions. On the other hand, the in-
terferometer was signi�cantly heavier compared to other
instruments that also utilise interferometric techniques. Finally,
the interferometer was held in a vertical manner by a specially
designed support that was itself clamped onto the upper platen.

�e lower platen supported both the test piece and its
bespoke positioning support. �e support allowed the �ne
positioning of the test piece surface through the adjustment
of �ve degrees of freedom (three translations and two ro-
tations). �e test piece was placed on top of a 5mm thick
PVC open cell foam [13, 14] that enabled the surface-contact
load to be uniformly distributed between the test piece and
positioning support. After the foam had settled, the test piece
was accurately positioned in the horizontal plan using two
manual translation stages. Finally, three precision screws
were used for the tip tilt adjustment. All these elements were
critical and necessary from a functional viewpoint.

2.2. �e Numerical Modelling of the OTS. A �nite element
(FE) model of the OTS was created using ANSYS (version
16.2). �e block Lanczos algorithm was used for solving
the eigenvalue system [15]. Also, the software package was used
for the interpretation of the vibrational modes of the experi-
mental modal analysis (i.e., model-based decision process [16]).
In order to numerically model the OTS, one assumption was
made, and initial conditions were set. Hereafter, both the
detailed explanations and modelling approach are detailed.

First, the OTS was assumed to have linear behaviour.
�at assumption was justi�ed because the amplitudes of the
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Figure 1: �e OTS in the Precision Engineering Institute
laboratory.
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vibrations were small. Indeed, the main source of excitations
was the background noise of the University laboratory.

Second, the aluminium profiles of the mechanical
structure were modelled by means of unidimensional beams.
Element BEAM188 available in ANSYS library was used./e
beams were meshed with an average element size of 40mm
that was determined through a mesh independency study
not detailed in this paper. Whatever, Figure 2(a) shows the
complete FE model. /emodel was composed of 2918 nodes
and 2873 elements. Figure 2(b) shows the CAD model done
using Siemens NX software.

/ird, the bolted connections that constrained com-
pletely the motion of the parts were modelled using a rigid
joint approach.

/e upper and lower aluminium platens of the OTS were
modelled using element SHELL181. /e weight of each
platen was implemented through this element too. Each
platen weighted 32 kg.

Fourth, in the upper section of the OTS, the total mass of
both the interferometer and the interferometer support
structure (ISS) weighted 70 kg. /e interferometer was
modelled using lumped mass element named MASS21. /e
mass element was positioned using the centre of gravity
(CoG) of the interferometer. On the other hand, the ISS was
modelled using the BEAM188 elements. /e ISS was made of
twomaterials./e horizontal and the vertical parts weremade
of stainless steel and aluminium, respectively. /e command
CERIG was used for generating constrain equations also
named rigid links (RL). /e RLs were used between the se-
lected six nodes of the ISS and the lump mass element
(i.e., CoG of the interferometer). In addition, RLs were used
for securing the transmission of inertia forces between the ISS
and the upper platen. /e numerical approach enabled the
modelling of the mass asymmetry. Figure 3 shows the
complete FE model of the OTS upper section.

Fifth, the lower platen held both the test piece support
that weighted 16.6 kg and the test piece that weighted
15.6 kg. /e test piece was made of ULE glass [17], and the
dimensions were 420mm × 420mm × 40mm. Figure 4(a)
shows the complete FE model of the OTS lower section.
Figure 4(b) shows the CAD model. It is clear that a high
degree of simplification was implemented.

Sixth, the feet of the OTS were modelled using numerical
artefacts equivalent to a set of three orthogonal linear springs.
Element type COMBIN14 was chosen [15]. /e OTS was
supported by five antivibration polyamide feet that were
bolted through the lower horizontal aluminium profiles
(Figure 5). In practice, three feet were used as the main ki-
nematic mount [18]. /is design feature ensured the stability
and the vertical adjustment of the OTS. /e additional two
feet were used for safety purposes and avoiding any rocking
motions. In the FE model, all feet have the same numerical
constrain. Figure 5 illustrates the modelled feet.

3. Experimental Modal Analysis

3.1. OTS Instrumentation. /e equipment used for carrying
out the experimental investigation and validate the FEmodel
described in Section 2.2 is detailed hereafter. A LMS

SCADAS III was used for multichannel dynamic data ac-
quisition. It was used with both a set of four triaxial ac-
celerometers (ICP® PCB Piezotronics models 2x 356A25
and 2x 356A25) and an impulse force test hammer (ICP®PCI Piezotronics model 086D20) using the super-soft tip in
order to excite frequencies in the range 0–500Hz. /e
system identification software used was LMS test lab.

/e OTS structure was tested using the techniques of
experimental and operational modal analysis (EMA and
OMA, respectively) presented in [8, 19]. /e next paragraph
provides further details. /e main difference between the
two techniques is that in EMA, the input is directly measured
whilst in OMA, only some assumptions about it can be done
(e.g., input is white Gaussian noise [20]). OMA was firstly
introduced in the area of civil engineering modal testing [8],
where the input excitation to a structure is difficult or
impractical to measure [21, 22].

For what concerns the experimental investigation,
a complete inspection of the structure was conducted to ensure
that all the two hundred screws were tightly screwed in up to
the recommended torque. Also, the five feet were checked to
ensure that they carried out adequate loading. /is task se-
cured an optimal and standardized experimental conditions.

/e experimental tests were designed taking into account
the first set of results of the FE model. Based on these pre-
liminary results, it was possible to determine the sensor lo-
cations, the excitation locations, and the frequency bandwidth.

For what concerned the sensor locations procedure,
a heuristic approach was chosen. Indeed, due to the relative
simple mechanical design of the OTS, a coarse strategy was
assessed to be sufficient [23] by the authors. /us, the upper
platen was chosen as the main excitation location./e platen
was struck with the impulse test hammer. Two orthogonal
directions were chosen. Directions X and Y and excitation
locations are shown in Figure 6.

In total, 24 sensor locations were determined and used.
/e 24 locations provided 72 responses as triaxial acceler-
ometers were used. /e sensors were mainly mounted onto
the four vertical aluminium extruded profiles along the dif-
ferent levels of the OTS (Figure 6 green dots). LMS Test.Lab
software was used for signal acquisition and for system
identification. /e geometry of the OTS was defined within
the acquisition software. Figure 6 shows the conceptual
structure, excitation locations, and the locations of the sensors.

/e entire OTS structure was investigated by changing
the position of the sensors after each data acquisition
(Figure 7). In practice, one sensor was set at a fixed position,
and the other sensors were moved to fresh locations. /e
data of five impacts were averaged for each configuration.

All the acquisitions were made at a sampling frequency
of the ADC of 360Hz. /e sampling was above the required
Nyquist frequency for the frequency range in study up to
100Hz. For this sampling frequency, the acquisition system
used provided a minimum resolution of 0.15Hz.

3.2. System Identification and Test Results. /e system
identification procedure was carried out after data cleaning,
preprocessing and detrending using the default parameters
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of LMS Test.Lab (i.e., mean removal and low-pass �lter at
200Hz). �e system identi�cation of the modal parameters
was carried out using PolyMAX software that solved the
problem through a polyreference least-squares complex
frequency (LSCF) domain method [24]. �e LSCF based
method allowed the extraction of natural frequencies,
damping, and modal shapes. �e method enabled the

estimation of aforementioned values, where a common-
denominator transfer function model was estimated with
very small computational e�ort. �is type of algorithm was
used for obtaining a clear stabilisation chart (Figure 8). In
the LSCF version of the algorithm, only eigenfrequencies
and damping related to the pole information of the model
can be extracted. �us, the main drawback of this method is

Y Z X

(a)

A

(b)

Figure 2: FEA model of the OTS (a) and CAD model (b).
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Rigid links
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Figure 3: Upper platen and the interferometer support structure (ISS). In pink, rigid links can be seen.
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that participation factors or modal shapes cannot be directly
estimated. PolyMAX, which is a polyreference version of the
LSCF method, resorts to a right matrix-fraction model. In
this study, also the participation factors are available in the
construction of the stabilisation diagram. It has also better
performance in decoupling closely spaced modes.

�e main step of the identi�cation process with LMS
Test.Lab is the stabilisation chart for the bandwidth between
0 and 100Hz and for a model order in the range 75–100.�is
chart is obtained when applying the LSCF method on the
experimentally gathered information as a FRF function
(Figure 8).

Only the clearly identi�ed modes were selected in the
40–50Hz bandwidth. �e choice was also supported by the
results of the numerical modal analysis. In fact, in this
frequency range, the FE model helped to understand that
many local bending modes of the various truss elements
were grouped. Since local bending modes are not relevant
to the measurements of the OTS, they were not used further
in the analysis. From the point of view of experimental
modal analysis (EMA), local vibrational modes (LVM)
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Positioning
support

Precision screw
(kinematic mount)
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Z
X

Figure 4: FEA model of the lower platen model (a) and CAD model (b).

Figure 5: Levelling foot that supported the OTS. Superimposed, its
modelling approach (three linear springs).
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Figure 6: Excitation locations (green dots) and impact directions
(red arrows) on the LMS Test.Lab geometry de�nition.
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Figure 7: Experimental setup with equipment identi�ed.
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were less important because of the three reasons mentioned
hereafter:

(1) LVM involved small fraction of mass in their vi-
bration (thus the “local” name)

(2) LVM did not interfere with the global behaviour of
the structure

(3) LVM did not strongly a�ect the quality of the
measurements unless any global modes were coupled
in the same area

�e modal assurance criterion (MAC) was used as
a quality assessment tool to check that the modes selected
were independent and well de�ned. MAC is an indicator
originally introduced to determine the quality of the ex-
perimental modal vectors [25]. It is a widely-accepted cri-
terion for comparing modal shapes. �e function of the
MAC is to provide the correlation (not the orthogonality)
between two di�erent modal shapes and is comprised be-
tween 0 and 1.

At this point, the experimental modal parameters
(i.e., frequencies, damping, and mode shapes) were ob-
tained. �e graphical visualization and the MAC criterion
assisted in the pairing between the FE model and the EMA
and also in the identi�cation of discrepancy sources between
the model and the real structure. For instance, mode 11
revealed an anomaly in the FE model with respect to the
experimental results. �is mode, identi�ed at a frequency of
70.55Hz, exhibited a deformation of the square storeys of
the OTS. �e modal shape is shown in Figure 9. Moreover,
this mode showed a large amplitude on the average response
function of the stabilisation diagram (Figure 8). �is mode
did not appear in the results of the FE model mainly because
the internal joints of the structure square storeys were as-
sumed in�nitely rigid.

3.3. FE Model Updating and Matching. In order to validate
the FE model, a comparison with the experimental results
has been performed using the MAC between experimental

and numerical mode shapes. �e MAC values of the un-
calibrated model are listed in Table 1.

A model updating strategy was de�ned using an ad hoc
MATLAB routine and a genetic algorithm minimising the
penalty function:

ε(p) �∑
m

i�1
αi

ωEMA,i −ωFEM,i

ωEMA,i

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ + βi 1−MACi( )[ ]. (1)

�e penalty function is de�ned as the normalised dif-
ference between the experimental and numerical eigenvalues
(ωEMA,i and ωFEM,i, respectively) and one minus the MAC
value for the paired mode i. �e vector p de�nes the de-
pendency of the penalty function to the updating parameters
(typically material properties in the FE model). �e penalty
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function (1) is generically used to update a FE model by
using the diagonal values of the MAC matrix, computed
between the experimental and numerical mode shapes. In
this case, it has been chosen to consider also off-diagonal
positions, in the case some modes are off-diagonal (wrong
order in the FE model with respect to the experiments) or
missing (local bending modes of the trusses are not iden-
tified via EMA, thus several local modes in the FE model
have no correspondence in the experimental results). /e
modal pairing (or correlation) can be done accordingly to
different methodologies (see Allemang [25] for a review). In
this paper, it has been done using the same penalty function
evaluated for each combination of modes and then paired
using the minimum of each row in the experimental results.
/is procedure has several advantages: it is robust, it does
not penalise excessively the updating procedures when
modes are swapped but close in frequency, it is automatic
(no need for manual pairing of modes), and it considers
frequencies and not only mode shapes for pairing—opposite
to a full MAC pairing procedure. A first graphical pairing
between EMA and FE model is shown in Figure 10.

In the second step, the FE and experimental results were
correlated resorting to the frequency and the mode shape
assessments. At higher frequencies, the mode shapes were
more complex and a direct graphical pairing was not pos-
sible. Whatever, it was acceptable to pair the modes in terms
of frequency.

/e error on the frequency and MAC values is shown in
Table 1./is method guarantees the correct mode pairing up
to the tenth mode and provides a quantitative evaluation of
the performance of the models.

/e model updating procedure has been carried out
minimising the penalty function via a genetic algorithm
(using the MATLAB optimisation toolbox) with an initial
population size of 1000 samples and 30 iterations. /e FE
model has been interfaced directly with MATLAB to run the
optimisation procedure sequentially, and the penalty function
has been computed using the first 10 modes. It has been
chosen to optimise the model resorting to 7 parameters.

/e results of the model updating procedure are
shown in Table 1. It is possible to notice how the frequency
error reduces significantly. Before updating, 4 modes
significantly differed in terms of frequency: mode 5, 8, 9,
and mode 10. For what concerns MAC value, only one

mode (number 9) was having a very low MAC, which
meant that the first version (manually updated and re-
fined) of the FE model was already a relatively good
approximation of the structure. After the model updating
procedure, frequency error decreased significantly, for 6
of the modes. In the case of mode 8 and 10, the updating
did not lead to a significant improvement in frequency
and MAC terms. In all other cases, the updating decreased
either the frequency error or increased the MAC value.
Typically, the frequency error of a model updating pro-
cedure is below 10% [26–28]. In this case, this is true for
the first 7 modes of the structure. Consequently, the FE
model was considered as successfully calibrated after the
updating procedure.

3.4. Transmissibility Study. A transmissibility study was
conducted to identify the transfer of mechanical vibra-
tions throughout the structure in the operational condi-
tions e.g., regular measurement. In fact, the results
obtained through the modal analysis were not specific
enough to highlight which of the identified modes may
have adverse effects on the measurement capability of the
OTS. /erefore, an experimental study of the system
transmissibility was carried out.

Two points of interest were identified onto the OTS for
computing the transmissibility function. /e two points were
named A and B (Figure 11). Both the reference lenses of the
interferometer (Point B) and the test piece surface (Point A)
were the appropriate locations for mounting the two accel-
erometers. But in practice, the mounting of an upper ac-
celerometer onto the reference lens would have ruined the
reference lens. /en the upper accelerometer was mounted
onto themount of the reference lens as shown in Figure 12(b).
Whatever, the measurements were unlikely to be strongly
affected.

3.4.1. )eory of Transmissibility Function. /e motion
transmissibility function [29] is defined as the ratio T
that indicates the relative vibration levels between two
points (j, k):

Tjk(ω) �
Xj · eiωt

Xk · eiωt
. (2)

Table 1: Frequency and MAC discrepancies between the numerical and the experimental models before and after the model updating
procedure.

Mode n° EMA freq (Hz) FEM freq (Hz) FEMUPD freq (Hz) FEM error (%) FEMUPD error (%) MAC MACUPD

1 4.26 4.37 4.26 −2.51 0.00 0.99 0.98
2 6.18 6.42 6.36 −3.88 −2.91 0.99 0.97
3 22.52 22.05 22.52 2.09 0.00 0.94 0.94
4 28.50 30.07 30.01 −5.51 −5.30 0.47 0.47
5 32.49 38.18 33.42 −17.51 −2.86 0.47 0.51
6 43.91 46.08 44.95 −4.94 −2.37 0.56 0.55
7 55.01 57.15 51.82 −3.89 5.80 0.51 0.45
8 58.97 71.91 45.34 −21.94 23.11 0.46 0.42
9 67.90 83.34 64.78 −22.74 4.59 0.12 0.47
10 70.56 97.07 94.51 −37.57 −33.94 0.83 0.84
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Transmissibility T can be determined, as the ratio be-
tween two transfer functions H with a common excitation
point (i):

iTjk(ω) �
Hji(ω)
Hki(ω)

. (3)

Normally, transmissibility T depends on the excitation
point (i) or (q):

iTjk(ω)≠ qTjk(ω). (4)

Nevertheless, near the resonance frequencies ωr, the
ratio becomes independent of the excitation point:

iTjk(ω) �
Hji(ω)
Hki(ω)

�
∑r ϕjrϕir( )/ ω2

r −ω2( )( )
∑r ϕkrϕir( )/ ω2

r −ω2( )( )
, (5)

iTjk(ω)ω⟶ωr
�
ϕjr
ϕkr
. (6)

�e motion transmissibility function is particularly
useful when investigating vibration isolation systems and
when the structure is lightly damped and that only onemode
dominates the response near resonance [30, 31]. �is is the
case for the global vibration modes of the OTS (i.e., no
coupled modes).

Mode 1: 4.26 HZ, 0.57%.
Discrepancy: 2.52%

Y Z X

(a)

Mode 2: 6.18 HZ, 0.55%.
Discrepancy: 3.89%

Y Z X

(b)

Mode 3: 22.52 HZ, 1.18%.
Discrepancy: 2.09%

Y ZX

(c)

Mode 4: 28.50 HZ, 0.73%.
Discrepancy: 5.50%

Y Z X

(d)

Figure 10: �e �rst 4 paired modes. Frequency, damping, and discrepancy between the model (a, c) and the experimental results (b, d).
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3.4.2. Experimental Setup. �e experimental setup for the
measurement of the transmissibility function was carried out
using two accelerometers. One accelerometer was positioned
on the centre of the test piece (Figure 12(a)) and the other
one was secured on the mount of the reference lens of the
interferometer (Figure 12(b)). �eir axes (X, Y, and Z) were
parallel between them to compute later the transmissibility
functions in the three di�erent directions.

3.4.3. Results and Discussion. �e transmissibility function
in a structure as the one under investigation is independent
from the point of excitation (Equation (6)). Nevertheless, in
practice, slightly di�erent transmissibility functions were
obtained when changing the excitation position. �is is very
much in�uenced by the test type, using IHT, where only
speci�c frequency bands can be excited depending on the
head type. �e transmissibility functions have been com-
puted using o¬ine postprocessing of the data with auto-
power and crosspower as input. To reduce that variability,
the transmissibility function was computed by averaging the
results obtained through di�erent excitation locations, but
using only parallel excitation directions. Figure 13 shows the

transmissibility ratios computed between the mount of the
reference lens (i.e., upper accelerometer) and the test piece
(i.e., lower accelerometer). �e ratios are expressed in dB,
with respect to the frequency bandwidth 0 up to 100Hz. �e
grey lines overlapped to the graph correspond to the mode
frequencies identi�ed through the EMA.

Transmissibility starts at 0Hz in the X and Y direction
with a value close to 0 dB. �is is probably due to the type of
excitation used (impact hammer test) which is not reliable
for low frequencies and therefore transmissibility ratio tends
to 0 dB. More reliable values of the X and Y transmissibility
start near the �rst mode until a broad peak at 20Hz. �ese
two transmissibility functions were characteristic of the
motions measured in the horizontal plan (X-Y directions).
�is result highlights the presences and e�ects of the two
main dominating modes. �ese modes identi�ed at 4.3 and
6.2Hz are the �rst two bending modes in the X and Y di-
rection, respectively. �ey caused a relative displacement of
the upper end of the OTS. �ey were characterised by larger
vibrational amplitudes of the upper part of the OTS. �e 1st
and 2nd bending modes are displayed in Figure 10 (top). �e
lower part of the tower was almost static, which explains the
high values on the transmissibility function on the test piece

Z

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Point B
(upper accelerometer)

Point A
(upper accelerometer)

Figure 11: OTS and the two sets of Cartesian coordinate systems used for computing transmissibility functions.

Y

X

Z

Accelerometers

Interferometer

Mount of the 
reference lens

(a) (b)

Figure 12: (a) �e accelerometer on the test piece centre. (b) �e accelerometer secured onto the mount of the reference lens.
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horizontal plane. �ese modes dominated the dynamic
response because they were the easiest modes to excite.

�e fourth mode, named torsional mode (Figure 10(d)),
enabled the highlighting of a potential e�ect of the structural
design on themeasurement. Indeed by 28.5Hz, bothX and Y
direction transmissibility functions increase again.

�e di�erences between X and Y directions could be
explained by the nonperfect positioning of the accelerom-
eters. Indeed, as mentioned in Section 3.4 paragraph 2, the
upper accelerometer was not positioned onto the main
optical axis of the test system. But more importantly, it must
be emphasised that the OTS structure is asymmetric. �e
e�ects are evident for mode 4, which is a torsional mode,
where one would expect similar values of the transmissibility
function. In any case, the e�ects of the interferometer
supporting structure a�ect the overall global torsional be-
haviour, having a local bending of the structure in the Y-
direction. �ese remarks and observations can be extrap-
olated on the other frequencies.

�e transmissibility function in the Z (vertical) direction
tends to increase for frequencies above 50Hz. No direct
explanations could be found. In any case, the mode shapes
for these high frequencies become more complex and not
easily distinguishable even with a relatively dense setup.

At this point, it is important to mention that the test
piece both was supported by a complex positioning support
(Figure 4(b)) and rested on polyvinyl chloride (PVC) open
cell foam. Also, the interferometer was secured on the upper
platen by the ISS (Figure 3) that was designed for providing
three degrees of freedom: two rotations and one translation.
�ese two dedicated supports introduce complexity in the
dynamic of the system. �erefore, a second transmissibility

function was computed between the upper and lower alu-
minium platens in order to be able to determine the
transmissibility “to” and “through” the lower plate and the
support system.

Figures 14 and 15 show the results obtained in X and Y
directions, respectively. Results enable a direct comparison
between the current and previous set of results. �e
transmissibility functions between interferometer and test
piece (green plot) show both lower amplitudes and a rela-
tively similar function shape. �e transmissibility function
shows the e®cacy of the 5mm PVC foam that was posi-
tioned between the test piece and the aluminium plate. �e
PVC foam insulates the test piece from vibrations
throughout the whole bandwidth, except in the range 80–
100Hz.Whatever, the authors could not exclude the e�ect of
the ISS.

As a matter of comparison, the transmissibility functions
between the lower and upper platen computed with the
updated FE model are reported in Figures 16 and 17 for the X
and Y direction (in order to save space, the Z-direction, less
relevant, is omitted). It is possible to notice how the large
ampli�cation area between 0 and 25Hz, in the range of 20 dB
is present in the model as well. �e transmissibility di�ers in
the central area (besides some peak shifting, due to the not
perfect tuning of the model), as several sharp peaks are
present, whilst in the experimental transmissibilities, every-
thing is smoothed. �is is certainly due to: the not optimal
excitation used for the computation of the transmissibilities
(impact hammer), the averaging procedure (the FE model
results are not averaged), and the experimental noise.

In the Z direction (Figure 18), the graph lines are less
similar. Below 60Hz, the transmissibility function of the

1000 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 905 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85
(Hz)

30

–30

–20

–10

0

10

20
(d

B)

Transmissibility in X direction
Transmissibility in Y direction
Transmissibility in Z direction

1 11 152 10
Mode number

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 16

Figure 13: Transmissibility ratios in X, Y, and Z directions between the accelerometer placed in the test piece and the one mounted on the
reference lens. �e ratios are averaged between di�erent excitation locations.
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OTS remained below the transmissibility function of the
platens. �e amplitude increases above that frequency. �e
main hypothesis to explain the increase in amplitude is the
appearance of local modes in the ISS or in the test piece
support.

4. Conclusions

�is paper presented both the experimental and numerical
methods to determine the modal characteristics of a metre-
scale optical test system (OTS). A �nite element model of the
OTS was created and a modal analysis was performed. On the

other hand, an experimental modal analysis was carried out.
�e correlation between the experimental and �nite element
approaches was improved resorting to a model updating
procedure. A maximum 5% discrepancy on the natural fre-
quencies was achieved for a frequency range between 0 and
30Hz. �en, a transmissibility study was carried out between
the key optical components: the interferometer and the test
piece. �is transmissibility study highlighted the dynamic
response of the OTS and the e�ect it may have on its per-
formance. �e results revealed the e�ects of some particular
vibration modes on the measurement capability. It was de-
termined that the �rst two modes (4.26Hz and 6.18Hz) are

1000 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 905 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85
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Figure 14: Comparison of the two transmissibility functions in X direction.
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Figure 15: Comparison of the two transmissibility functions in Y direction.
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Figure 16: FEM Transmissibility between lower and upper platen.
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Figure 17: FEM Transmissibility in Y-direction between lower and upper platen.
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Figure 18: Comparison of the two transmissibility functions in Z direction.
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likely to present themost detrimental effects./e study set the
foundations for a further investigation on interferometer-
based measurement systems.

Acronyms

ADC: Analog-to-digital converter
CAD: Computer-aided design
EMA: Experimental modal analysis
FE: Finite element
FEA: Finite element analysis
ISS: Interferometer structure support
LSCF: Least-squares complex frequency
LVM: Local vibrational modes
MAC: Modal assurance criterion
OTS: Optical test system
PVC: Polyvinyl chloride
RL: Rigid link
ULE: Ultra-low expansion.
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